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Pointing you to articles of interest to strategists in leading publications 

In this edition: avoiding sudden “market stumbles”, a strategic approach to cyberrisks, the 
return of zero-based budgeting, avoiding disruptive surprise in turbulent times, eliminating 
barriers to innovation, and McKinsey’s seven-step approach to problem solving 
 
Why Giants Stumble 
Felix Barber, Jo Whitehead and Julia Bistrova. California Management Review 
Like Tesco, whose stock fell 43% relative to the FTSE from 2012 to 2014, almost one in five of the top 
100 firms in the US and Europe had a major stumble over the past decade. Why? These authors 
studied 45 US and European companies whose total shareholder returns underperformed the market 
by at least 25% or more over a one to two-year period, and whose CEO was then fired or left under a 
cloud. They concluded that, although the stumbles often came as a surprise to markets, two thirds 
were attributable to failed strategies (almost always failed attempts to meet a growth challenge), 
with the remainder traced to operational errors. The most common failed strategies: acquisitions, 
failed innovation or repositioning and risky diversification. The authors identify two underlying 
mistakes that featured prominently in their sample of companies: a poor matching of senior 
decision-makers and organisational capabilities (which causes increased risk), and susceptibility to 
decision-making biases – in particular, a bias to growth, which leads to overambitious strategy, and a 
bias to treat financial and compliance risks lightly, which leads to operational errors. They suggest an 
“Emperor’s Clothes” multi-step test. First, the CEO’s biography is reviewed for industry background, 
line management experience, and education and career background relevant to addressing the 
strategic and operational challenges before he or she is appointed. Next, the top executive team and 
the strategy are screened to check whether they provide any strength in areas where the CEO is 
weak. Thirdly, the board is analysed, checking for at least three nonexecutive directors with 
substantial line management experience in the company’s core industry, for sufficient independence 
(by looking at the proportion of non-executive directors) and for size – ideally, it should comprise 12 
members or fewer. The test concludes by looking for evidence of decision-making biases. Request a 
complimentary reprint of this article from ASMC 
 
Sizing up your Cyberrisks 
Thomas J Parenty and Jack J Domet. HBR 
Responsibility for IT security usually defaults to the CIO and his or her staff, but these HBR authors 
argue that that’s a short-sighted way to deal with the much more important question of how an 
organisation can ensure that the execution of its strategy is safe.  Focusing on technological 
vulnerabilities, they say, leads to a poorly prioritised list of possible attacks, with board members 
unable to participate on equal footing in what becomes a highly technical discussion. Rather, firms 
need to identify critical business activities, the risks to them, the systems supporting them, those 
systems’ vulnerabilities, and potential attackers – a chain of thinking that needs to start with a clear-
eyed understanding of the business’ strategy, while drawing on operations and IT specialists in due 
course. The authors recommend appointing a cybersecurity team, which should interview the 
company’s leaders; examine its written statements of risk tolerance, such as those found in annual 
reports; and consider company objectives, such as revenue targets or growth in new markets – 
always understanding why each goal has been set, and how important it is, in order to understand 
how a failure in any key activity could damage execution of the strategy. The team doesn’t just need 
to understand the key IT systems. It needs to map out the services and functionality they provide for 
each activity in order to understand the potential chain of disruption. Finally, the team should work 
out the types of attack the company is vulnerable to, and understand the knowledge, tools, and 
position or location an attacker would need to be in to pull them off. Once this is done, a 
cybersecurity risk approach that defends the company’s strategy can be defined. More 
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Why Zero-Based Budgeting—and Why Now 
Luke Pototschnik, Mark Austin, Jackie Inglesby and Julie Graham. BCG Perspectives. 
Originating in the 1970s, the idea of zero-based budgeting is simple: organisations should evaluate 
the needs and costs of every department and function and allocate funds without regard to the 
funding provided in past years – starting, in other words, from a “zero base”. Retuning this idea for 
the 2020s, these BCG authors say its power is undersold if it’s only seen as a cost-control tool: used 
properly, it can foster top-line benefits, reconfigure cost structures, free up investment funds and 
become a catalyst for change. Growth-minded zero-based budgeting goes beyond simply scrutinising 
resources and calls for costs to be weighted by whether they are high value or low value. In this way, 
it supports the ability to strategically target cost reduction while freeing up funds for growth – a 
more strategic approach than the lawnmower method usually adopted in downturns. More  
 
How Vigilant Companies Gain an Edge in Turbulent Times  
George S. Day and Paul J.H. Schoemaker. MIT Sloan Management Review 
It’s not hard to think of companies – Kodak, Blockbuster, Radio Shack – that dominated the market in 
their heyday but failed to sense disruption in time. The authors, who have reviewed 118 companies 
over the past decade, say that what sets apart those who do see disruption coming isn’t their 
methodology, it’s the way they approach where to look and how to explore. Successful companies 
take a four-step approach. (1) They systematically scan the environment, often looking beyond their 
sweet spot, by assembling a team of internal and external experts who can detect signals on a three 
to five-year time horizon. (2) They formulate questions to direct attention to the places most likely to 
spawn threats or opportunities – a medical diagnostics company, for example, systematically 
catalogues missed threats and opportunities that might have led to growth, in order to make 
repeating the same mistakes less likely. (3) They conduct targeted analyses to better understand the 
sources and meanings of any weak signals they pick up. (4) Finally, they selectively choose which of 
the signals they’ve picked up should be researched further in order create a clear basis for decision-
making when uncertainty recedes. More 
 
Breaking down the Barriers to Innovation 
Scott D. Anthony, Paul Cobban, Rahul Nair and Natalie Painchaud. HBR. 
For all the money that’s been spent on incubators, accelerators and inhouse innovation programmes, 
the number of financially rewarding innovations produced remains disappointingly low. Why? These 
authors say the reasons are organisational, and point to the day-to-day routines and rituals of 
businesses that ensure predictable, reliable results – but stifle effective innovation. The fix? BEANs, 
shorthand for behaviour enablers (tools or processes that make it easier for staff to do things 
differently), artifacts (things supporting the new behaviour that can be seen and touched), and 
nudges (which use indirect suggestion and reinforcement to bring about the new behaviour). BEANs 
should be simple (easy to adopt and remember), fun and trackable. They should be practical (easily 
integrated into existing processes), consistent with the existing organisational culture, and frequently 
reinforced. An example of a BEAN? Tata Group’s Dare to Try award, which is given to a team that 
achieved an intelligent failure. A prestigious award, it encourages sensible risk-taking within the 
company. More 
 
How to Master the Seven-Step Problem-Solving Process 
McKinsey Podcast 
In this McKinsey Podcast episode, McKinsey senior partner Hugo Sarrazin and CEO of Oxford Sciences 
Innovation Charles Conn unpack McKinsey’s seven-step approach to problem-solving, which starts 
with defining the question to be solved, then disaggregates it using logic trees, assigning the high-
impact levers or “branches” of the trees particular weight. Step four is to develop a work plan, 
defining the analyses to be done and assigning them to the team, resulting in a work plan that 
reflects the level of precision, the time frame available, and the stakeholders who need to be on 
board. It’s not till step five that the analysis itself is executed. In steps six and seven, the results of 
the analysis are synthesised and a story is developed. Audio and transcript 
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